
Digital Data Storage

Capacity

Computer systems can only store and process 
binary digits, also known as BITs. A BIT is either 
a 1 or a 0. When 8 bits are stored as a binary 
number, they are collectively called a byte.

As storage increases, we need units. We use 
the prefixes below.

Data compression

There are two primary methods that are used to compress files stored on a computer system; these are 
lossy and lossless.

Lossless compression 

Lossless compression uses an algorithm that compresses data into a form that may be decompressed 
at a later time, without any loss of data, returning the file to its exact original form. It is preferred to 
lossy compression, when the loss of any detail, for example in a computer program or a word-processed 
document, could have a detrimental effect. 

Lossy compression 

Lossy compression is a technique that compresses the file size by discarding some of the data. The 
technique aims to reduce the amount of data that needs to be stored. 

The compression ratio is calculated using the simple formula below: 

Compression ratio =                                        : 1

e.g. if a file with an original size of 100KB were compressed into a 5KB file, the compression ratio would be          : 1 = 20:1

Compression ratio =         : 1 = 20:1

Symbol Value

Bit b 1 bit

Nybble 4 bits

Byte B 8 bytes

kilobyte KB 1024 KB

Megabyte MB 1024 KB

Gigabyte GB 1024 MB

Terabyte TB 1024 GB

Petabyte PB 1024 TB

Exabyte EB 1024 PB

Zettabyte ZB 1024 EB

Yottabyte YB 1024 ZB
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Digital Data Storage

Suitability of secondary storage:
Generally, we can discuss storage types thinking about the media used, capacity, durability and portability as indicated in the table below.

Media Suitability Typical capacity Durability Portability Speed

Flash drive Moving relatively small files from work to home 2GB - 2TB 

External hard drive Backing up a home computer system 320MB - 18TB 

CD/DVD/Blu-ray disc Storing multimedia files 650 MB (CD), 9GB (DVD), 
50 GB (Blu-ray) 

Magnetic tape Backing large commercial servers on multiple tapes 200GB - 400GB 

Optical

Optical storage media uses 
technology such as lasers. Laser 
beams are projected onto a CD/
DVD or Blu-ray disc and if light is 
reflected back, then data is read 
as a 1. If light is not reflected back, 
data is read as a 0. Lasers are used 
to read and write information on a 
disk.

Magnetic

This technology is used in hard 
disks and tapes. Data is stored 
on a magnetic medium, which 
can be a disc or a tape, by writing 
data using a write-head. Data can 
then be read by the read-head.

Solid state

Solid state technology is used 
in storage media such as flash 
memory sticks. The technology 
is called solid state as it doesn’t 
have any moving parts, such as 
a read-head in magnetic storage. 
Solid state storage technology is 
increasingly used to replace both 
magnetic and optical storage, 
especially in mobile devices, 
where its low power consumption 
and high-speed access is 
advantageous.

Cloud

A storage method where data 
is transmitted and stored on 
remote storage systems, where 
it is maintained, managed, and 
backed up over a network - 
usually the internet. Consumers 
generally pay for their cloud data 
storage at a monthly price per 
capacity. Although we say ‘the 
cloud’ the data is stored on hard 
disks or SSDs on a remote site.


